
The University Fairs held at DPSG campuses saw a 

significant turnout of enthusiastic students and parents 

eager to connect with over 40 global universities, seeking 

opportunities for their children's future. DPSG is 

dedicated to providing top-notch facilities and support for 

its students and their families. 

BY DPSG: 
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REGISTER NOW

DPSG VASUNDHARA, 
th

November 18 , 2023
10 AM - 12 PM

DPSG DEHRADUN, 
th

November 24 , 2023
10 AM - 12 PM

ndDPSG MEERUT ROAD, September 2 , 2023

thDPSG PALAM VIHAR, September 30 , 2023

thDPSG  INTERNATIONAL, October 13 , 2023

If you missed the chance to meet universities at the 

aforementioned locations, DON'T WORRY; DPSG 

will be hosting university fairs at the following campuses:



6 Less explored careers that are in demand.

Cyber Security Analyst:

With the rise in cyber threats, the demand for professionals 

who can protect digital systems and data is on the rise.

Biomedical Engineer:

This field combines biology and engineering to design and create 

medical equipment and devices. With advancements in healthcare 

technology, biomedical engineers are sought after.

Occupational Therapist:

Occupational therapists work with people to help them overcome 

physical or mental health challenges and regain the ability to perform 

daily tasks. It's a growing field with an aging population.

Environmental Consultant:

 These professionals advise organizations and governments on how to 

minimize their impact on the environment. With growing environmental 

concerns, their expertise is in demand.

Sustainability Manager: 

These professionals help organizations implement sustainable 

practices, reducing their environmental impact and ensuring 

compliance with regulations.

User Experience (UX) Designer: 

 UX designers create user-friendly digital products and services. 

As businesses focus on improving user experiences, UX designers 

are in demand.

It's important to research and explore options that align with your interests and skills, 

as the job market is continually evolving.



"Uni Applications: Tips 'n' Tricks for Smooth Sailing "

1.  Sneak a Peek Early:
    Start thinking about your uni dreams even before the world starts worrying about it!

2.  BFF: Books, Friends, and Fun:    
   Keep your grades high while balancing your life—books, friends, and a bit of fun!

3. Test 'Em Waters:
Those pesky standardized tests? Don't fret; just give 'em your best shot.

4. Super-Duper Side Hustles:
Dive into extracurriculars that make you go "Wow!" Quality over quantity, always.

5. Bribery, I Mean, Letters of Rec:
Butter up your teachers, bosses, and mentors so they'll write glowing recommendation letters.

6. Heartfelt Letters & Essays:
Write an essay that'll make even a robot admissions officer smile. Pour your heart into it!

7. Your Life on Paper:
Create a CV/resume that highlights your awesomeness. The world deserves to know.

8. Show Me the Money:
Check under every scholarship rock to fund your academic adventures.

9. Calendar Craze:
A secret weapon—use a calendar or app to slay those deadlines.

10. Read the Fine Print:
Know what each uni craves in their applications; sometimes, they want extra love letters (essays).

11. Wise Words from a Sage:
Have a wise owl or mentor guide you through the maze of applications.

12. Typo Check & Chill:
Don't send an application sprinkled with typos; that's a no-no. Ask a buddy to proofread.

13. Practice Chatting Up:
Nail those interviews by practicing talking about your dreams and passions.

14. Be Like a Spider with Lists:
Keep track of your app materials, deadlines, and to-dos in a web of lists.

15. App Status Sleuth:
Confirm that your applications arrive safely and soundly.

16. Smile for the Robot:
Stay authentic in your app—robots and humans dig authenticity.

17. Positively Positive:
Don't let rejections turn you into a Grumpy Cat; stay positive and keep your options open.

18. High-Five the Road Trips:
If you can, visit campuses to feel the uni vibes in person.

19. Ask Like a Kid:
If you're puzzled, don't be shy—ask for help. Even the big kids do it.

20. You Do You:
Remember, your uni application is like your fingerprint: unique. Show your true colors!



 

Your future, Our mission!

We're your support at every step of the way. 

Reach out to us at info.ccup@dpsgs.org  

for expert guidance and turbocharged support. 

So, there you have it—

your quirk-tastic guide to tackling 

those university applications like a champ. 

Go get 'em! 


